Introduction
Of the 11 Broad Locations identified
in St Albans City & District
Council’s Draft Local Plan, North St
Albans is one of the earliest to see
the development of a Masterplan.

Masterplan Boundary

At the last event we asked you
to tell us about the site and your
priorities for the Masterplan.
The design team have taken this
feedback on board and now have
some emerging ideas to share.

Project Team

Officers from the
Major Projects Team

Masterplan Site
Applicants

Community
Engagement
Consultants

North St Albans Masterplan Indicative Timeline

www.northstalbans.co.uk

Additional Draft Policies
Draft Local Plan L28 Green Space
Standards and New Green Space
Provision

Draft Local Plan L23
Design Principles

Amenity green space including
multi-functional space and
playing pitch provision

Integrate well with existing
character and context
Create welcoming buildings
and attractive spaces

Natural and semi-natural
green spaces

High quality architecture,
open spaces, trees and
landscaping

Parks and gardens

Accessible and adaptable
dwellings

Allotments

Teenage areas
Children’s play areas

Hertfordshire Local Transport Plan
Policy 1: Transport User Hierarchy

To encourage greater and safer use
of sustainable transport modes, in
any scheme the county council will
consider user needs in the following
order:
Opportunities to reduce travel
demand and travel need
Vulnerable road users (i.e.
pedestrians and cyclists)
Passenger transport users

Promote social cohesion

Powered two wheeler
(mopeds & motorbikes) users

Limit environmental impacts

Other motor vehicle users

Draft Local Plan Specific Site Requirements
As part of the Draft Local Plan, a set of requirements for the Masterplan is defined for each broad location. The
feedback, priorities and insight gathered during consultation will be used to inform and develop these requirements
as part of the Masterplan.

Draft North St Albans Broad Location Policy
Housing & Urban Design

Neighbourhood

• Minimum of 1100 homes, including at least 50 + bed residential or
nursing care home, at least one 50+ home Flexi-care scheme and 12
units to provide special needs accommodation

• A primary school, including
Early Years provision

• 3% of homes to be self-build housing

• New neighbourhood
centre, including commercial
development opportunities

• Contribute to a mix of different housing types

• Recreation space

• Minimum 40% Affordable Housing

• Minimum 10 essential local worker houses for rent for local teachers

Movement

Landscape

• Transport network, including
walking and cycling links,
and public transport services
upgrades/improvements

• Strategic and local public
open space, including
managed woodland and
ecological network links

• Improvements to Harpenden
Road, Sandridgebury Lane,
Valley Road, Ancient Briton
junction and King William IV
junction.

• Retention of important trees
and landscape features

• Other community facilities,
including improvements to
local health outcomes

Sustainability
• Setting up a Community
Management Organisation
with sufficient assets to provide
sustainable management of
community facilities, open
spaces and parkland
• Excellence in design,
energy efficiency and water
management
• Appropriate renewable energy
production and supply
mechanisms

What is a Masterplan?
A Masterplan is a long-term planning document that outlines a vision to guide growth and development of an
area. It isn’t a detailed design or a planning application, but is:
• A document that sets out how a particular area should develop in the future
• A high-level plan that sets out objectives and strategies to manage development and change over time
• A process that defines what is important about a place and how its character and quality can be protected and improved.

What People Said About The Site
Railway Bridge

Sandridgebury Lane

• Flooding in this area
• Traffic under the bridge
• Connection with
Heartwood Forest
• Concern for congestion
from new homes and
noise from the train

• Narrow and unsafe for
cyclists and pedestrians
• Cars drive too fast
• Should be prioritised as
a multi-use route

High Oaks
• Need more shops
• Antisocial behaviour
• Connect with new
neighbourhood

Porters Wood
• Noise
• Parking issues
• Congestion around
the single entrance

Local woodland
• Great walks and wildlife.
• Concern over loss of
green space
• Connect with local
forests
• Introduce wildlife
corridors

Harpenden Road

Valley Road

• Traffic & congestion
• Parking issues:
In particular on access
roads to New Greens
and towards Ancient
Briton junction

• Opportunity for nonvehicle access,
• Need safer footpaths
• Improve bus
connection to the centre

King William IV
•
•
•
•

Unsafe for cycling
Rush hour traffic
Parking issues
Opportunity for cycle
connection to station

Site Analysis
Technical analysis has been combined with local feedback to understand the
opportunities and constraints of the site. Understanding existing movement patterns and
the potential for bio-diverse habitats have been key starting points for the proposals.

View Towards the Site Entrance
View south along Harpenden Road past
the existing access to the playing fields.

View Across the Site
View north from the Public Right of Way
alongside Longspring Wood and the rail
line across the site.

View Along Sandridgebury Lane

KEY
Site Boundary
Constraints

View east along Sandridgebury lane
within the centre of the site.

Trees - Category B

Existing Buildings

Trees - Category C

Arable Land

Trees - Unknown [Offsite]

Known Poor / Semi improved Grassland

Current Agricultural Access [into the site]

Amenity Grassland [Recreation]
Includes tall floodlights at Old Albania

Roads

Existing Woodland
Mixed Woodland
Broadleaved Woodland Plantation
Hedgerows
Species Rich Hedgerows
Scheduled Monument
Heartwood Forest

Key Considerations

Trees - Category A

Roads [National Speed Limit]
Vehicle [Restricted Access]
Footpaths [Public Right of Way]
Retail / Food
Restaurant / Takeaway
Education
Bus Stops
Grade II Listed Buildings / Features

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

OA Sports as a destination
Potential vehicular access
Potential pedestrian/cycle access
Potential vehicular access
Narrow rural lane. Potential need to change 		
highway priorities.
Narrow rural lane. Potential need to change 		
highway priorities.
Narrow rural lane. Potential need to change 		
highway priorities.
Potential broad location for School
Potential broad location for Local Centre
Access to Cheapside Farm may have to be 		
retained
Narrow bridge crossing. Potential need to 		
change highway priorities.
High ground to remain free from development
to retain visual corridor
Lowest point on the site may need to contain 		
strategic drainage

HAVE
YOUR SAY
On your feedback form
tell us what you like and
do not like about the
site analysis.

What People Said: Overarching Priorities
• Maximise open space with good routes through
Landscape

• Play provision

• Community space for existing and new residents
Neighbourhood

• Respect ancient woodlands
Heritage

Themed feedback at the November Public drop-in event
• Congestion as a key concern of any development
Movement

• Management of construction traffic
Meanwhile

• Aim to be carbon neutral

• Excellent flood and water management
Sustainability

• Support and encourage biodiversity

• A mix of types including genuinely affordable
• Create a neighbourhood of lively streets
Housing

• Housing should feel part of the landscape

Mapping feedback activity at the November Public drop-in event

Overarching Vision
The Land at North St Albans would be an exemplar new neighbourhood, delivering high quality, contemporary, lowcarbon housing around social hubs and local green spaces. The Masterplan approach is anchored around a green spine
based on the current route of Sandridgebury Lane, which would be repurposed solely as a pedestrian and cycle route.
This would be the focus of the highly bio-diverse green spaces in the heart of the new community.
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1 Potential Care Home (80 beds)
2 Potential road access from
Harpenden Road

3

Potential secondary road access
from Harpenden Rd, only serving
development in the western field

4 Sandridgebury Lane closed to
vehicular traffic

8

Eastern Park - habitat creation and
sustainable drainage area

9 Road and footpath link east along
Sandridgebury Lane retained

Potential footpath and cycle link

10 north to the Hertfordshire Way

11 Potential footpath and cycle link

north with access to farm maintained

5 Valley Road closed to vehicular

12 Playing fields relocated on land

6 Longspring Wood protected and

13 Existing woodland copse and
planting belt retained and enhanced

traffic. Gate allows buses to exit site
buffered from development

7

Potential footpath connection
to Porters Wood (location not yet
specified)

owned by St Albans School

14 Potential location for 2 form entry
primary school and day nursery

15 Local Centre - including
•
•
•
•

Shops
Cafe
Flexible work space
Community building (with a site
management suite, meeting
rooms, a hall and GP consulting
rooms)
• Retirement accommodation and
apartments.

16 Western Park - with public open
space and teenage play space

17 Central Park - with public open
space, children’s play space, a
community orchard and habitat

18 1,100 High quality housing in a

mix of sizes and tenure (includes
40% affordable, self build and key
worker housing)

HAVE
YOUR SAY
On your feedback form
tell us what you think
about the overarching
priorities and vision for
this site using the key
themes.

Overarching Vision
Below are a series of example images and precedents for the emerging proposals as part of the overarching
vision, to locate them on the map please refer to the numbers on the previous board. Tell us what you like or
dislike about these example images by referencing the numbers on your feedback form.

1

8

Sustainable drainage area

14 Primary school and nursery

15

Local Centre

16

Teenage play area

17

Children’s play space

8

Wildlife habitat

18

Affordable housing

Care home

11

16 17

17

18

Footpath and cycle link

Public open space

Community orchard

Self Build

Play Provision
Maximise Open Space

A range of types of play provision
for children of all ages and needs
including spaces that can be
accessed by existing as well as
new residents.

'Parks for children of all
ages & for existing as
well as new residents'

Keep the area feeling as
open and green as
possible. Landscaping
should be the key
feature and be open to
residents new and
existing.

'Retain trees, keep the space
open and focus on landscaping'

'Focus on a wildlife corridor
or corridors, aid biodiversity
not damage it'

Routes Through
Provide routes through the
development that allow for
walking, biking, hiking and horses
to move both for functional
journeys and for leisure.

Support Wildlife
with Natural Landscaping
Protect and enhance
habitats for wildlife with
natural landscaping and
planting that promotes
biodiversity.

'Landscape to move
through not just look at'

Landscape
The Masterplan approach is to create a network of parks, green routes, streets and public spaces that could be
woven throughout the neighbourhood, thereby ensuring that all residents live within 200 metres of a publically
accessible open space.
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Informal recreation space

Children’s play space (including
teenage play space)

1

The Green Ring - Habitat Loop
formed of woodland belts and
meadow creation

3

Mix of parkland and structural
planting

Community growing space
(including orchards)

Habitat creation for biodiversity
enhancement

2

Biodiverse Core - mosaic
of habitats centered along
Sandridgebury Lane

4

Relocated playing fields

Concept

4

2
1

3

The site’s Green Infrastructure would
firstly connect existing woodland
to the north and south of the site
to form a ‘Green Ring’ around the
development, and secondly create a
‘Green Spine’ through the centre of
the site utilising the Sandridgebury
Lane corridor. These links would
provide both wildlife corridors and
space for public amenity.

HAVE
YOUR SAY
On your feedback form
tell us what you like
or dislike about the
emerging proposals for
Landscape on this site.
Please refer to the
numbers if relevant.

Ancient Woodlands
The existing ancient
woodlands are key to
local perception of the
heritage of this site.

The notion of this area
as ancient farmland is
perceived as part of
the site’s heritage.
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Access to Nature
'Residents should still be
able to walk or cycle from
here to Heartwood Forest'

This area is a 'gateway to
the countryside' and seeing
it as a place where there is
an opportunity to access
nature is important.

Types of Landscape
The Masterplan approach is for a sequence of landscape spaces to include community growing space, play
space, biodiverse habitats and parks for residents and the wider community to enjoy. These spaces would be
clustered and inter-linked to form local hubs of activity.

Parkland
There would be lots of open space and parkland
that could be enjoyed by residents and the wider
community. Open spaces would be accessible to
ensure that people have access to outdoor space for
their health and well being.
5

7

Communal Growing Space

There would be provision for growing space
encouraging local food production, learning about food
growing and a space for neighbours to meet each other.

6

Play Space

There would be play spaces with equipment aimed at
a range of ages and to facilitate different types of play
from natural play, physical play through to imaginative.

8

Biodiversity Enhancement

The aspiration is to go further and deliver a site wide
enhancement in biodiversity through habitat creation
and linkage. Existing features would be retained and
protected wherever possible.

HAVE
YOUR SAY

On your feedback form tell us what
you like or dislike about the emerging
proposals for Landscape, please refer to
the numbered examples where relevant.

Congestion
Congestion

Cycling
Cycling

'Parking isn't the problem
'Parking
isn't theofproblem
it is the volume
traffic'
it is the volume of traffic'

A key issue will be to be address
A
key
issue of
willtraffic
be toon
bethe
address
the
volume
the
volume
ofnetwork
traffic onwhich
the
existing
road
existing
which
includesroad
smallnetwork
roads that
connect
includes
smallareas.
roads that connect
to residential
to residential areas.

Create a network of
Create
network
quality a
cycle
pathsofso
quality
cycleare
paths so
that people
that
people are
encouraged
not to use
encouraged
notincludes
to use
their cars. This
their
This
includes
a safecars.
cycle
route
to the
a
safecentre
cycle and
routethe
to the
town
town
centre and the
train station.
train station.

Walking Routes
Walking Routes

Walking should be a priority both in
Walking
be walking
a priorityinboth
terms of should
residents
and in
terms
residents
walking in andbut
aroundofthis
new neighbourhood
around
this new neighbourhood
also maintaining
and enhancing but
also
maintaining
and walking
enhancing
public
footpaths and
routes
public
and walking routes
into thefootpaths
wider area.
into the wider area.
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'Accessing Harpenden
'Accessing
Harpenden
Road from New
Greens is
Road
from New
Greens is
challenging
already'
challenging already'

'A network of cycle paths to
'A network
of cycle
paths
to
get
people out
of their
cars'
get people out of their cars'
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Public Transport
Public Transport

Improve frequency and
Improve
frequency
accessibility
of bus and
services
accessibility
bustown
services
connecting toofthe
centre
connecting
tointroducing
the town centre
and consider
a
and
consider
a
mainline
train introducing
station for this
mainline
train station for this
new neighbourhood.
new neighbourhood.

Bus Services
Bus
Services
Second
Station
Second Station

'Walkable and appealing
'Walkable
and
appealing
alternatives
to using
the car.'
alternatives to using the car.'

Movement Framework
The Masterplan approach is to establish strong connections to the city centre, the Porters Wood employment area and
to the New Greens residential area via public transport links and through off-site improvements to footpath and cycle
infrastructure.
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1

Potential Vehicular access from
Harpenden Road

2

Potential Pedestrian / Cycle
access from Harpenden Road

3

Potential Vehicular access from
Harpenden Road to a part of the
masterplan only.

4

Potential Pedestrian / Cycle
access from Sandridgebury Lane

5

Potential Bus egress, pedestrian
and cycle access from Valley
Road

6

Potential Vehicular access from
Sandridgebury Lane

7

Potential Pedestrian / Cycle
access the Hertfordshire Way

8

Potential Pedestrian / Cycle
access the Hertfordshire Way

8
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A new signalised junction
would potentially be
located south of the
existing access to the
Woollam Playing Fields.
The playing field access
would potentially be
retained.

2

Valley Road

Valley Road would
potentially be closed to
private cars. It could be
resurfaced for pedestrian
and cycle used only, with
a bus gate operating
to enable buses to go
through.
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3 Sandridgebury Lane East

Vehicular movement
under the rail bridge could
potentially be retained. In
that scenario, upon entering
the neighbourhood, cars
would be diverted through
it, with Sandridgebury Lane
becoming a pedestrian and
cycle route only.

HAVE
YOUR SAY
On your feedback form
tell us what you like
or dislike about the
emerging proposals for
Access to the site.
Please refer to the
numbered examples
where relevant.

Construction Management
School Places
'Manage the noise
and be considerate'

'Start with the school and
community infrastructure'
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Nature
Focus on maintaining and
supporting wildlife and their
habitats during the construction.
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Lack of school places is already a
concern in St Albans so could the
school be built first.

Any construction traffic on the
existing road network will cause
more congestion therefore this
needs careful management
alongside keeping footpaths open
at all times so that people can
continue to enjoy the countryside.

EA

I
H
NW

'Maintain access to
main roads and
footpaths for residents'

E
L

'Look after habitats and wildlife during
construction'
'Maintain access to look at and enjoy
nature during construction'

Movement Inside Site
The Masterplan approach is for people to primarily walk and cycle around the neighbourhood, with car use
minimised within it.
4

5

PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE ROUTES

BUS ROUTE

X
Primary
School
Care
Home

Primary
School
Care
Home

Local
Centre

Local
Centre

X

X

6 ROAD HIERARCHY

KEY
Potential dedicated /
segregated cycle lane on
road

Potential combined
footpath and cycleways

Potential pedestrian
footpaths

Public Rights of Way
Retained and Enhanced

X
Primary
School
Care
Home

Local
Centre

Potential bus route from Harpenden
Road, trough the site and leaving via a
bus gate on Valley Road.

Bus Stops with real
time information.

Potential frequency = 15 minute service
X

X

Potential primary

roads

Sandridgebury Lane
Between points x and
xX on the plan above
Sandridgebury Lane and
Valley Road will be closed
to vehicular traffic and
developed into a wide
footpath and cycle route
through the centre of the site.

Potential

secondary
roads

Potential tertiary roads

- courts, mews, shared
surface streets

HAVE
YOUR SAY
On your feedback form
tell us what you think
about the emerging
proposals for Movement.
Refering to numbered
examples where relevant.

Schools

Community Centre

The need is not only for
primary school places but
secondary school places are
also under a lot of pressure.

'Community space,
co-working space, where
are people going to work?'

N
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A mixed retail offer that
provides for everyday needs
and avoids car journeys but
also a quality café that
attracts both an immediate
audience but also people who
live in neighbouring areas, it
could form the starting point
for walks or outings.

'School children are shipped
to other towns for secondary
education.'
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Shops & Retail
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A high quality community
space including
provision for co-working
and leisure activities that
are currently
under-provided for

Health Provision
There is a need for additional
Doctors’ surgeries and for there
to be closer and more
accessible healthcare provision
to existing and new homes.

'A café, somewhere
to start or stop a walk'

An Exemplar New Neighbourhood
The Masterplan approach is for new buildings and places to respond to the historic grain, urban form
and character of Hertfordshire’s cities, towns and villages. The local vernacular would be interpreted in a
contemporary fashion across the neighbourhood.

1

2

3

4

5

6

The new neighbourhood will seek excellence in the design of buildings, with robust materials and large windows,
and with well-designed and well-maintained spaces in-between them.

7

HAVE
YOUR SAY
On your feedback form
tell us what you like
or dislike about the
emerging proposals for
Neighbourhood on this
site.

The new neighbourhood would be focussed around community growing spaces and
children’s play space.

Please refer to the
numbered examples
where relevant.

Lively Streets
Mix

Streets that are used and animated
with a focus on people walking,
cycling, scooting and limited car use.
Small pieces of play provision in
proximity to streets and stopping
points so that people are encouraged
to be outside.

'Affordable needs to be
genuinely affordable'

'Like idea of essential worker
homes & warden care facilities.'
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The mix in the draft local
plan needs to be
adhered to with a focus
on homes that are
affordable in practice
not just in name.

'To eco-build in
partnership with a wildlife
charity eg. RSPB'

HO

Sensitive
The housing should feel part of
the landscaping as much as
possible whether that be through
materials used, design of the
buildings or planted screens.

G
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Sustainable
Aim to achieve the highest
standards of sustainable building
from materials used through to the
level of energy consumption in the
new buildings.

'It needs to work with the
landscape not against it'

Housing
There would be a range of housing types from houses to apartments and tenures including affordable homes to
rent and buy and homes to buy at market rate.
NORTH
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35 dph

Harpenden
Road

30 dph

Primary
School
Care
Home

dph = dwellings per hectare

Higher housing
densities would be
concentrated around
the proposed local
centre and to the west
with density reducing
towards Longspring
Wood and to the north
and east.
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Porters Wood
St Albans Girls
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40%

60%

30%

7% 14%

30%
40%

22%

57%

Market vs Affordable Housing

Affordable Tenure

Market Housing

Market Housing = 60%
Affordable Housing = 40%

Affordable Ownership = 40%
Affordable Rent = 30%
Affordable Social Rent = 30%

1 bed housing = 14%, 2 bed housing
= 22%, 3 bed housing = 57% and
4+ bed housing = 7%

The housing mix illustrated above is taken from the
emerging Local Plan Appendix 6.

HAVE
YOUR SAY

On your feedback form tell us what
you like or dislike about the emerging
proposals for Housing on this site.

Flood & Water Management
Biodiversity

Existing flooding means that
people are clear that water
management is a clear priority and
drainage will need to accommodate
any loss of permeable surface area.

'Minimise car use as a way to
keep traffic emissions down'
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Recognising the site for
its wildlife habitats and
ensuring that
biodiversity is at the
heart of future
landscaping plans.
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'Exemplary standards of
energy efficiency and
renewable energy generation.'

Cycling & Walking
Sustainable modes of transport
will be crucial to air quality and
keeping the area green and open.

Carbon Neutral
Achieving the highest
standards of
sustainable building
and a carbon neutral
development.

'More cycle lanes and
networks around St Albans'

Sustainability
The Masterplan approach is to promote the conservation of the wider landscape for biodiversity whilst significantly
increasing habitat cover and diversity. Ground engineering would be limited to only what is necessary. New homes
would be low carbon and a sustainable drainage system would be used across the neighbourhood.
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Habitat creation for
biodiversity enhancement

Proposed pedestrian
footpaths
Public Rights of Way

Proposed dedicated /
segregated cycle lane on
road, Including a bus link.

Green Ring and Green
Spine - habitat creation
Proposed Open Space /
Habitat

Proposed combined
footpath and cycleways

1

Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS)

2a The Green Ring - Habitat Loop
formed of woodland belts and
meadow creation
2b Biodiverse Core - mosaic of habitats
centered along Sandridgebury Lane

HAVE
YOUR SAY

1. Sustainable
Drainage (SuDS)

2. Biodiversity
Enhancement

3. Sustainable
Travel Choice

On your feedback form
tell us what you like
or dislike about the
emerging proposals for
Sustainability on this
site. Please refer to the
numbered examples
where relevant.

